A simple, revolutionary
approach to software testing.
With our next-level, cloud-based software
testing software, you’ll get a clearly
structured test management process that
makes even complex IT projects more
straightforward and comprehensible.

61% of projects fail because the
goals are unclear or because
the end users are not involved.

Who We Are
Once upon a time in 1997, we
started CEPO, a test consulting
agency. From there, our TestMonitor
testing software was born, which has
grown and evolved into one of the
most user-friendly online test tools on
the market.
With more than 20 years of
experience in software testing,
TestMonitor has proven that insight
into the quality of software is the key
to success.

*Source: The Standish Group

If you can provide structure to your testing
approach and test software performance
with your users, you’ll achieve greater
quality results.
Our mission is ...
It’s our mission to help structure your
journey through software testing.
Our customers are ...
● Test Managers
● IT Consultants
● IT Project Managers ● Software Developers
● QA Managers
● Students
● Release Managers

Take us for a spin!
Try a free 14-day trial,
with no credit card required.
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Try for Free
www.testmonitor.com/pricing

“TestMonitor is a
simple, intuitive and
complete testtool for
UAT and Agile
development”
- Hans-Paul Lips
Manager Operations

Read more:
www.testmonitor.com/reviews
Integrations / Compatibility
TestMonitor plays well with others.
Easily integrate our software with
your favorite apps, such as Jira,
Slack, DevOps, Zapier, and more.
Explore all integrations at
www.testmonitor.com/integrations.

Compliance / Privacy Policy
TestMonitor aims to comply
with strict data privacy and
protection regulations and best
practices. Our infrastructure is
provided by TransIP
Nederland, which is ISO 9001,
27001, 14001, NEN 7510, and
PCI DSS certified. We are also
in compliance with the GDPR.

Key features
Our testing software is simple yet robust and can fulfill
the needs of teams in every stage and of every size.
Requirement and Risk Management
By defining the requirements and risks
that matter most to you, you can get a grip
on your project’s ideal outcome.
Integrated Issue Tracker
Stay on top of every project and focus on
the problems at hand. Including a full
history trail, attachment handling,
commenting, and time management
system.
Extensive Reporting
Run your tests at any location, at any time.
Watch live test results as they come in.
Custom Authorization
Use flexible configurations to manage and
authorize your team and external
stakeholders.
Extensive Knowledge Base
An excellent source of information about
TestMonitor with tips, hints, and solutions
to known problems.
Dedicated Customer Support
Fast, knowledgeable, and guaranteeing
satisfaction, our customer happiness
managers are here to help. No bots.

Want to learn more? Visit www.testmonitor.com/support
Questions? Drop us a line: hello@testmonitor.com

